Greetings!
For the first time in decades, all major asset classes
have declined this year – the US stock market is down
~10%, almost every international market is down more
than 10% 1 except Brazil and India, and even US bond
funds have not been a safety play as the benchmark
AGG is down -3% 2, as I warned would happen at the
beginning of the year in this newsletter and in my
interview with the Wall Street Journal.3
But for some investors, there is a silver lining to stock market losses – the ability to sell those losses to lower your
tax bill to Uncle Sam. I suspect some of this month's extreme market volatility can be attributed to hedge funds and
others conducting tax-loss harvesting. Have you gotten into the action or have you missed out on this opportunity?
Unfortunately, many investors have been lured into buying “diversified” index and mutual funds which often have
too many accumulated gains and so little dispersion that you cannot benefit from tax-loss harvesting.
Below is an example of how investing in a basket of stocks can be more tax-efficient and yield better returns
than investing in index and mutual funds. This analysis is based on year to date performance as of December 26,
2018.
Suppose you have the good fortune of earning or inheriting a large concentration of a single stock. For example,
perhaps you received stock of Apple ten years ago which has since risen 1,110%. Suppose your holdings were worth
$1 million at the beginning of the year. If you wanted to sell it in order to diversify your stock holdings or make a
purchase of a home, you would have to pay an estimated $200,000 in capital gains taxes - assuming that your cost
basis was very close to 0 and you are in the top tax bracket. Now, imagine you “diversified” this holdings into an
index that tracks the S&P index fund. Alternatively, you can “diversify” the holdings into a basket of individual
stocks such as the top 25 stocks in the S&P. What would be the difference in your financial situation by the end of
2018 given these separate approaches to diversifying your US stock holdings?
The Results:
1. Your portfolio would have performed 7% better by investing in the top 25 S&P stocks over a S&P
Index. If you put $40,000 ($1M/25) into each of the top 25 S&P stocks at the beginning of the year, your
portfolio would have lost 5% vs. -12% had you put your investment in S&P Indices like SPY and
VOO. You would be almost $70,000 and 7% better off by investing the top market cap stocks4
2. More winners. If you invested in the top 25 stocks, 10 of your stocks would have gained on the year - most
notably Merck up 26%, Amazon and Mastercard up 15%, and Pfizer and Microsoft up over 10%. Again, no
major asset class or international market (except India up 5% and Brazil up 11%) gained on the year.
3. Greater dispersion and diversification. While Merck was up 26% on the year, Facebook was the laggard
down 30% on the year. This 56% dispersion between holdings is almost impossible to find if you only have
conglomerated ETFs and mutual funds. Yet, the greater dispersion implies better diversification/lesscorrelation and provides more opportunities to match gains and losses to lower your tax bill and rebalance
your portfolio with new opportunities. This is what I was able to do for my clients as the market tumbled.

4. If you did not tax-loss harvest, you would have to pay $200,000 for year-end 2018 taxes because you
sold your Apple stock at the beginning of the year. This is another 20% loss.
5. However, if you did tax-loss harvest, you could save over 2.4%. Index funds boast small fees but they
don’t have the advantages of holding individual stocks. As well, you can carry over your losses to future
years.
6. In years when the S&P 500 is flat to up, there are few tax-loss harvesting opportunities. Therefore,
most years you are better off in a basket of stocks if you want to tax-loss harvest. Some robo-advisors have
claims about their tax-loss harvesting strategies with ETFs but their tactics are questionable and the SEC
has recently fined Wealthfront and others for false claims regarding their tax-loss harvesting strategies.5
7. In years like this one in which the S&P 500 is down, you can tax-loss harvest but at the risk of losing
out at a big upswing in the markets. The wash sale rule forbids you from buying the same security in a 30
day period after selling it – so had you sold earlier this month, you would not be able to buy to take
advantage of today’s 1,000 point upswing.
8. Owning a basket of individual securities means you can tax-loss harvest every year to bring down
your taxes and rebalance your portfolio with minimal taxes. For instance, at the beginning of the year,
many portfolios had a high overweight in tech given tech stock outperformance in the past few years – wise
investors took some of the gains in high-flying tech stocks offset by poorer performing stocks to lock in
their gains and rebalance their portfolios. This is what I did for my clients.
9. Owners of mutual funds generally fare even worse in tax-efficiency. Most mutual funds send out their
year-end capital gains tax distributions which the owner of the fund must pay. Even in years when the
market is down, these capital gains can be high! American Funds’ declared a 9-11% expected capital gains
distribution on its “The Growth Fund of America”6 If you had put your $1,000,000 into mutual funds like
this, you could have another ~10% or $100,000 in capital gains on which you would have to pay taxes. As
these holdings would be within a year, it is a short-term gain and you would have to pay a much higher
ordinary income rate on this $100k gain.
Above are just a few of the reasons that owning a basket of stocks can achieve a better pre-tax and after-tax
performance than owning a “more diversified” index or mutual fund. Skilled active stock picking and management
can better the performance – for instance, if Facebook were sold on July 25, 2018, the stock would have been up
23% on the year in contrast to its December 24 fall YTD of almost --30%.
Please let me know if you would like to learn more about my approach to single stock, single bond, and income
alternative investing and how you can benefit from greater transparency, tax-efficiency, performance, and risk
management.
For the keen eye, you may have noticed I have joined Perigon Wealth Management as Senior Investment Strategist.
New contact details below and more to come... I'd love to hear from you. This weekend I will be speaking on the
markets and investing at the Renaissance Weekend conference in Charleston, South Carolina.
Best regards,
Maya Joelson
Senior Investment Strategist & Wealth Advisor
Perigon Wealth
maya@perigonwealth.com
(415) 691-1062
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results. These results should not be interpreted as indicative of future
performance. Indicated returns are for informational purposes only. There is no guarantee similar investments will
be available in the future. This presentation is not intended to be used, in and of itself, to determine securities to
buy or sell. Returns shown are net of all fees. Indicated returns are annualized for the period indicated.
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